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As a leader, talk is cheap. Action is what counts and practice makes a difference. Below are 
practical steps to improve performance.     

• Leadership begins with building relationships. Whether through one-to-ones, social 
gatherings or another means entirely, you’ve got to build strong relationships if you hope 
to be a good leader. Your people want to know you care about them and they want to be 
treated the right way. Invest in your relationships with them and they’ll make it much 
easier for you to lead them. 
 

• Challenge your employees! High-achieving people want to be challenged, and great 
leaders understand this. Great leaders learn how to do this in a caring, encouraging way 
that lights a fire in their employees and compels them to push themselves to unleash their 
fullest potential. 
 
And be aware that if you encounter resistance from employees in your organization who 
you’re challenging to become their best, it may be a sign they’re not the right fit for a 
high-performance organization. If you’re unable to help them overcome the resistance, 
you’ve then got to consider making a tough decision or risk damage to your culture. 
Remember, nothing makes high-performers leave faster than low-performers allowed to 
continue unchecked. 
 

• Autonomy is currency. Autonomy is an oft underutilized currency leaders can use to 
motivate and reward their employees. High performers want autonomy and authority to 
do their jobs the best way they know how, but autonomy must be earned by your people 
through strong performance over time, and you still need to monitor performance to 
maintain their success. Giving greater autonomy is something you should shoot for with 
employees, allowing you to delegate and relinquish control so your focus can be more on 
strategy and leadership than operations. Create a culture that earns autonomy through 
hard work and positive results, and don’t underestimate how valuable that autonomy is as 
a currency you own to give away. 
 

• Great leaders balance competition with collaboration. Healthy competition often brings 
out the best in each of us and is a tool used by leaders in sports and business to motivate 
people to grow. Collaboration helps us achieve together what we can not individually and 
is often prevalent in teams that win championships. But like all things, there must be 
balance. Too much competition without collaboration creates cut-throat environments 
rife with politics and hard feelings. Too much collaboration without competition creates 
status quo environments that lack energy, innovation, and achievement. Emphasize the  
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importance of - and need for - both, encouraging healthy competition that spurs everyone 
to push beyond their comfort zones without losing sight of team goals and the benefits of 
working together. 
 

• Have the courage to manage the big egos. As NCAA coach Bill Self preaches, when 
everyone contributes and no one sees himself above the team, great things happen. But 
when big egos are unmanaged, even if those big egos belong to your best players, it 
destroys the culture and rips the team apart from the inside. Every big ego that goes 
unmanaged usurps more and more authority away from the leader ignoring the problem 
until, ultimately, the big egos are calling the shots and their leaders are left to pick up the 
pieces. Trust us, there will be pieces. 

 
Instead of allowing them to go unchecked, challenge the big egos to make everyone else 
on the team better. Michael Jordan was a phenomenal individual star in the NBA, but he 
didn’t win a single championship until he learned how to make everyone else on the team 
better. Once that clicked for him, he won 6 championships and is widely considered the 
greatest NBA player of all time. 

 
And if you can’t get the big egos to buy into the team concept, they need to go. 

 
• Relationships are built on communication. Yeah, you know this. You’ve seen it here 

before and you’re reading it practically everywhere these days. It’s not that you disagree 
(we hope!), it’s that hybrid- and remote work make it seem harder than ever to remain in 
communication with your people. 

 
And yet, with today’s technology, in many ways it’s easier than ever to be ‘face to face’ or 
‘one on one’ with someone a great distance away. This reminder – that relationships are 
built on communication – is less about insight than it is about intention. You must 
rearrange your work and make time in your schedule to intentionally connect with your 
people no matter where they are. 
 
For more on this topic, check out Episode 21 of The Frustrated CEO Podcast, The Link 
Between Culture and Performance with Dan Denison. 
 

• A high-performing culture is the tide and current that reveals the weak links in your 
organization. The stronger your culture becomes, the greater the spotlight grows on 
those who can’t or won’t fit in. This is why great leaders don’t spend a ton of time trying 
to convince resistant employees to get on board. Instead, those same great leaders focus  
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on guiding their engaged employees – those already on board – to continue building a 
high-performance culture. The more energy and progress created by the engaged team, 
the greater the invitation for those on the outside to get on board or go someplace else. 
Your engaged, high performing team will raise the bar and highlight those below it. 
 

• Don’t wait to act when you see people on your team who are messing up the culture. 
The longer you wait to address cultural misfits in your organization, the greater the risk of 
damage to the culture. As Beno Memory told us in this episode, it doesn’t matter that he 
might have spent months recruiting a star player to his team. When he can tell from a 
four-game weekend tournament that the new star player is going to mess up the culture 
Beno’s created at Hoop Dreams, that star player needs to go, for everyone’s sake. 
Everyone else on the team is watching to see if you’re going to put that star above the 
team, so choose wisely. 
 

• Remember, pressure is what you make it. Pressure can be either mobilizing or 
debilitating. Essentially, it’s what you decide it to be, so never forget how in charge you 
are at all times and how capable you are of either channeling pressure for great outcomes 
or else folding under its weight. More importantly, don’t forget that people in your 
organization look to you for leadership in pressure-packed situations. 
 
Poor leaders succumb to that pressure and create self-inflicted wounds, while great 
leaders use their emotional intelligence and put blinders on to remain focused and rise to 
the challenge. They don’t ignore pressure; they channel it and engage trusted advisors to 
overcome it. 
 

• There’s no ducking it anymore; emotional intelligence is a requirement to lead in 2022. 
People see and know whether your responses are emotionally intelligent or not, and 
there’s too much emphasis on the need for it these days for your employees to just look 
the other way if you struggle here. There’s also no reason why you can’t develop your 
emotional intelligence if you want to as there are online courses to take and coaching you 
can get to help you. And as we talked about in Episode 19 with Joel Zlotnik, The Power of 
Communicating Strategically, if emotional intelligence just isn’t your thing, surround 
yourself with team members who can cover for you while you get up to speed. And like 
every other skill you have, the day you stop sharpening it is the day it begins to dull. Make 
it your lifelong journey to continue to grow your emotional intelligence. 
 

• Remain curious and welcome new thinking. Yes, there’s real value in your organization’s 
tribal knowledge, but there are also new things happening in technology, organizational  
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thinking, changing markets, customer demands and a host of other areas that require you 
to remain curious and be open to new ways of looking at old pictures. Resist the urge to 
become mired in your own beliefs, even if they’ve served you well to this point. 
 

• As a leader, there’s no avoiding the uncomfortable. You simply can’t avoid having the 
difficult conversations or addressing the chronic and unpleasant issues in the 
organization. You can, however, make it easier to address the uncomfortable by first 
establishing strong relationships with your people. Everything is easier when trust exists, 
and trust is foundational to strong relationships. 
 
And remember, leaders must lead by example, so you’ve got to remain approachable and 
allow your people to address uncomfortable issues with you. Without that, you’ve got no 
shot at being respected. Welcome feedback from others with the mindset “feedback is my 
friend”. 

 
 
 
 

To listen to this Episode again and tune in to Episodes that you may have missed, go to 
http://www.thefrustratedceo.com/. 


